In this paper, "urban" formation manifested in Mekelle, the "palace city" developed since the late 19th century, is analyzed in relation to the traditional settlement techniques of the targeted region spanning from Tigray (northern Ethiopian region) to adjacent Eritrean highland. Through the analysis, it became clear that topography was the essential factor for settlement site selection, and that there was a preferable layout for these settlements in the targeted region. While Mekelle also basically applied similar techniques, several distinctions, such as existence of a strategic
Introduction

1-1 Background
In Ethiopia, a historical "city" has been often recognized in relation to the existence of political rulers. Therefore, its rise-andfall often corresponded with rulers' rise-and-fall. However, a clear sources such as historical maps, cadastral data and written documents. In spite of existence of own Ge'ez script, Ethiopians did not describe about past situation of their living environment in written form. Nevertheless, Pankhurst, one of the pioneering scholars of Ethiopian studies, wrote a book, entitled "History of Ethiopian Towns," by aggregating numerous descriptions from successive Western travelers and other oral histories (Pankhurst 1982 (Pankhurst , 1985 .
Though his descriptions are detailed and attempt to clarify the history of each major place, he still sometimes seems to avoid using the term "city" or "town," perhaps intentionally. For example, there is an excerpt as follows: "Political, and lesser extent commercial factors, nevertheless led to the emergence over the centuries of a succession of military camps, embryonic or static capitals, and trading centres (Pankhurst 1982) ". This quotation could be under-
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Though his descriptions are detailed and attempt to clarify the history of each major place, he still sometimes seems to avoid using the term "city" or "town," perhaps intentionally. For example, there is an excerpt as follows: "Political, and lesser extent commercial factors, nevertheless led to the emergence over the centuries of a succession of military camps, embryonic or static capitals, and trading centres (Pankhurst 1982) ". This quotation could be under- what can be called a "city". As connoted by Pankhurst, Gonder *1) . According to him, "Gondar came to be known as a city of forty-four churches (Pankhurst 1982 )". Though Gonder was founded in the 17th century, the "city"
was already abandoned in a ruinous state in the early 19th century. Decline of the imperial power in the middle of the 18th century caused civil wars called "Era of Princes" which continued until the middle of the 19th century. It was the period that each provincial ruler of Ethiopia aimed to become the "King of Kings". For each such, Pankhurst again avoided to use the term "city" or "town":
"several seats of provincial government had likewise declined as a result of the demise of the ruler … Such settlements … were thus mere shadows of their former selves (Pankhurst 1985) ".
In this paper, Tigray *2) and an adjacent part of Eritrea, northern area of Christian Ethiopian highlands, have been chosen as the targeted region *3) (Fig.1) . Though the region used to be the center 
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In this paper, Tigray *2) and an adjacent part of Eritrea, northern area of Christian Ethiopian highlands, have been chosen as the targeted region *3) (Fig.1) . Though the region used to be the center That is, Yohannïs IV originating from Tigray was crowned as Ethiopian emperor and transferred its political center to the targeted region. Though his reign lasted only until 1889 and Ethiopian political center moved again to the south, he left the "city" Mekelle *4) , the present regional capital of Tigray (Fig.2 ).
Development of Mekelle was initiated by Yohannïs IV, who built his palace on the top of a hillock, where no remarkable settlement had existed, and obliged aristocrats and warriors to migrate on its foot. This "down-town" was formed around the palace without the process of modern urban planning *5) . This raises the following question: How was this "down-town" formed at the time?
As long as the modern urban planning process was absent, considering similarity and difference between "urban" formation and traditional settlement techniques can give clues to answer it. This is the first step to identify the meaning of traditional Ethiopian "city". Topography is a key to understand it because, historically, settlement has been often formed on the hillside (this feature is examined in chapter 3]).
tlements before Yohannïs IV's period, while four settlements had -fore, the contrasting analysis between the hillside settlements and the "down-town" located in flatland would lead to a clearer understanding of "urban" formation techniques of Mekelle. Among all original settlements, Ïnda Mesqel has kept the past situation most explicitly. This settlement, which is located on the hillside,
has not yet been equipped with roadway and pathways have not been paved, while the number of inhabitants has been increasing.
Therefore, the settlement is recognized as the most suitable settlement to apply the reconstructive survey. This paper aims to form the basis for future related researches on Ethiopian "city". For example, comparison with other "city-like" places such as Gonder, and etymological study on ketema and other related words will enhance its understanding.
History of Ïnda Mesqel
Ïnda Mesqel is situated on the hillside looking down on a water stream pouring into down-town, which is now almost exhausted. He arranged the marriage between Mïrch'a and his wife Sïllass, and Yohannïs IV was conceived here. Then, his son also served Yohannïs IV, as blattén-géta. The credibility of this family history is not certain, but it is worth referring to another legendary story, which may corresponds to this one. The original condition of Ïnda Mesqel before the beginnings of -mant of <family-A>, the ancestor occupied broader land in days past (Fig.4: A' ). Furthermore, local people say that the settlement of this site exists *7) . Aside from this, at one point in time, a certain Mikael Church existed in this settlement, albeit it disappeared due to the church removal during the reign of Yohannïs IV (Okabe located at the highest part of the hill (Fig.4) . As compared with upper hillside, condition of lower part of the settlement might be less densified. According to the field survey, the hereditary line, which dates back to Yohannïs IV period is only <family-B>, whose land is located at the bottom of the hill, besides <family-A> (Table   1 , Fig.4 ). (Fig.4) .
Though when it happened is unknown, the family history of <fam- H) that farming activity could be seen normally in their childhood.
As a result, when urban land was expropriated by Derg regime in 1975, the settlement was designated as rural, which means it was exempted from the expropriation . While the urban lands of historical families were requisitioned and segmentalized into pieces in the process of nationalization, the targeted settlement kept its original condition, which allows the authors to apply the reconstructive analysis (Fig.3, 4 ).
Hillside Settlement Techniques
3-1. Techniques on Site Selection
From the sketches and texts of European visitors, several techniques on settlement tradition can be extracted. First of all, it has been often situated in the hillside, and surrounded by contoured *11) ( Fig. 5, 6 ). This can be also interpreted by the description of Nathaniel Pearce *12) . When he visited plane "town" in 1811, he mentioned as follows: "Like most of the towns in Abyssinia *13) , it has no walls, but stands in the plane, whereas the Abyssinians in general build upon heights (Pearce 1831)". However, especially for farmers, existence of water was an essential factor for the site selection. In the targeted region with its semi-arid climate, water was undoubtedly essential to survive. This is implied in each sketch by the existence of green (Fig.5) and   farmland (Fig.6 ).
Lastly, a church is likely to be situated on the hilltop, as shown detailed observation enables us to detect a church-like building at the upper left. In fact, this is a traditional way of Ethiopian Orthodox church, as symbolized by Debre Damo, the oldest monastery founded in the 6th century. Here is situated on the flat-topped mountain and accessible only by roping up a cliff 15m-high.
These techniques on site selection are also mirrored by the bigger "city-like" places. To examine this, the sketch of 'Adwa drawn by Bianchi in the late 19th century is meaningful, because it was the biggest market place in Tigray at that time (Fig.7) . From this sketch, above-mentioned techniques such as hillside habitats, -the sketch.
3-2. Local Agricultural Knowledge and Land Use
The hillside settlement techniques can be explained from the aspect of local agricultural knowledge as well. According to Corbeels with topography, with taking soil depth and water holding capacity into account. Local farmers found that the most fertile soil with high water-holding capacity appears in valley bottom or natural terraces. Therefore, people settled on upper hillside, to reserve tradition can be recognized as the outcome of the empirical knowledge on local agriculture.
Furthermore, local farmers developed the technique of terraced agriculture to improve soil fertility and productivity. They Furthermore, the site was rich in water stream though many are almost exhausted presently (Fig.2) . People had settled in such were formed, albeit whether settlement-like habitats in Fig.8 water stream, strong physical relationship is shown (Fig.2) . That is, original settlements are likely to be situated along water streams.
In this way, Mekelle was situated in the typically preferable site in the local context, and church was erected in accordance with the traditionally preferable location. However, the physical condition of Ïnda Mesqel cannot be understood from the sketch because the site is hidden between two high hills ( Fig.8 ) *15) . the small hilltop at the bottom of higher hills. In addition, the strategic importance was enhanced by the fact that there was "a very good unfailing spring of water in the garden" while "a small of Ïnda Mesqel (Fig.2) .
Through comparison between Simon's sketch and position of water stream, the physical condition of each settlement at that *16) (Fig.2, 9 ). Accordingly, it is clear that Ïnda Mesqel, where several rectangular buildings are detected in the sketch, was located at the highest place of all original settlements. While hillside settlements were likely to consist Furthermore, groups of buildings beside original settlements can be also detected in the sketch. Perhaps, a part of them were for the troops under the royal family. From the royal compound, a street was extended to the south, and another perpendicular street running from east to west existed in front. Besides the two, a street running from south to north, which still exists has already appeared at that time. However, according to Simon, the site condition was still no more than a "village".
If this impression is respected, when did Mekelle become a "city"?
One of the triggers could be found when the palace was replaced. 1936. However, it is still too hasty to concretize the requirements of being a "city" in the targeted region, though indeed population increase and trading activity is a generally essential factor.
4-3. Network of Settlements
The site of present Mekelle used to have nine small settlements before the development initiated by Yohannïs IV. People found the value of natural setting in accordance with their local settlement techniques, and settled here as incorporated in network of existing water streams. Though to what extent these settlements had a social relationship each other is not clear, a land belonging to the relative of <family-A's> ancestor has existed since the 19th century in the neighboring settlement of Ïnda Mesqel *17) . Nevertheless, the site was no more than a minor place without any remarkable settlement. Though the site became a preferred seat of provincial ruler by the early 19th century, considerable development had to wait until when Yohannïs IV decided the site as his political center.
─ 1584 ─
Since then, a new thought on the relationship between hillside and flatland settlements was added. That is, how to physically secure the site became an important issue. He sited his palace on palace compound. However, these were not enough because here was surrounded by higher hills on the east side. Controlling the site should be considered from a broader perspective. In short, essential to secure Mekelle.
Ïnda Mesqel was located in the strategically important place.
From this hillside settlement, a broad view westward has been available and water stream has poured into the front of palace compound (Fig.2, 11) . The existence of a key family is suggestive -land settlements physically guarded the palace compound, hillside settlements kept an eye on the broader horizon.
The significance of settlement network has been already indivisual and acoustic relation is the most important, of all others.
This visual and acoustic connection among the scattered settlements would contribute to strengthening security and even communal life although the reality of such community pattern has not yet been precisely studied.
Analysis in the Parcel Scale
5-1. "Terraced-enclosure"
The traditional parcel pattern around Mekelle is characterized by a certain size of courtyard, which is enclosed by curvilinear wall of piled stones or sometimes wattles (Fig.12 ). This tendency is *18) . In the enclosure of the parcel, several buildings, such as residence(s), separate kitchen(s) and semi-outdoor house(s) for cattle and other livestock are placed.
A simple question, why the enclosure-type parcel that defines the family compound is usually curvilinear, is suggestive to understand the traditional settlement technique. Taking into consideration the topographic conditions of the site, the shape of terrain is always curvilinear in nature, therefore, the shape of parcel is also When the land of each hereditary line is observed, it is clear that house buildings tends to be located at the upper side *19) (Fig.3, 4 ).
Vacant land of the lower side, shown in Fig.4 , should be farmland following the key informants' statement that farming activity used to be still there. Thus the formation of "terraced-enclosure" as residential compound on the higher side of the hillside becomes the most characteristic land use pattern while on the lower side land is tended to be used for agriculture.
Among the lands of each hereditary line, steeply sloped lands such as <family-A, C and H> consisted of aggregation of several terraces (Fig.4, 13) . The gap of different levels is treated by stone (Fig.14) . This suggests that people technically formed "terracedtoo.
The recent urbanization occurring in Ïnda Mesqel obscures these relationships between topography and land use. Though detailed discussion is set aside for another study, the urbanization process is basically caused by shift of land use from the agricultural to the residential, and land segmentalization . From the aerial partially at that time (Fig.4) .
5-2. Topographic Hierarchy
The reconstructive analysis on Ïnda Mesqel clarifies how and when each land was gradually occupied by the ancestors of key informants (Fig.15) .
Accordingly, the land started to be occupied from the upper hillside by <family-A>, in the 19th century. By the reign of Yohannïs IV, this family had become powerful, and taken broad land around the hilltop (Fig.4) . In Yohannïs IV's period, <family-B> started to settle down in the lower part of the settlement. The allocation of lower land should be due to his title balgeda, as this title was In parallel with this process, probably before Gugsa's period, a parcel for Sïyyum was formed below the land of <family-A>.
Though he was a member of the royal family, preceding land occupation must have been acknowledged as a fait accompli.
From this settlement formation process of Ïnda Mesqel, two tendencies can be extracted. First, the land occupation was progressed from the upper to the lower, and, secondly, the upper land valley, and soon afterwards to a lofty hill on which stood the mansion" of her (ibid.). Here, it is implied that the prestigious family of the local community was likely to live on the upper hillside.
5-3. Case of Flatland Down-town
Interestingly enough, "terraced-enclosure" of the hillside settlement should be applied even in the down-town of Mekelle, situated of Mekelle, which was formed at opposite side of the palace, traditional houses were dispersed loosely at the end of 19th century -isting street is likely to be curvilinear (Fig.17) . These characteristics such as location along water streams, dispersed arrangement, and curvilinear parcel are in common with traditional settlement techniques.
Furthermore, according to Wylde, the majority of houses around the palace were "built on several minor hills". Nearby the palace, a two-storied residence, which shows this characteristic, has still remained ( Fig.18 ). This residence has been conspicuous because it stood on a heavy foundation in a topographically higher place than the surrounding. According to the house owner, her father serving under Gugsa as deggïyat built it before the Italian occupation period *21) . In this way, it is understood that people, more precisely aristocrats and warriors, found out the micro terrain, and settled down, at the initial phase of development.
In this kind of "urban" formation process, the emphasis is placed on how individuals occupy each territory, while the planOkazaki is helpful to understand subsequent urban transformation process (Fig.19) . According to her, each old parcel came to be shape. This uniquely happened in down-town. In Ïnda Mesqel, row house type buildings are not found.
Conclusion
There are several traditional techniques on settlement formation in Tigray and adjacent part of Eritrea. First of all, a settlement has been often situated on the hillside. Secondly, a certain place surrounded by contoured land, with existence of water and good soil, has been preferred. Good soil is often found in the bottom of the valley, and as such, the topography is an essential factor for the site selection of a settlement. A hillside settlement has often consisted of a hilltop church, hillside habitats and agriculturfollowing the "terraced-enclosure" concept. The development of settlement has progressed from the upper hillside, which is often settled down by prestigious family of the community.
These settlement techniques of the targeted region were basically applied in the case of Mekelle, which was developed as the "palace city" under Yohannïs IV. Even in the down-town located in the the reason why the shape of each parcel is curvilinear in the initial phase of "land adjustment" process (Fig.19 ). This similarity be- 
